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Figure la. Location map for Saarland.
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Figure 2. Location map for Test Sites 1.1 to 1.6.
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Figure 3. Location map for Test- Sites 2.1 to 2.5.
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Electrode arrays used for the resistivity surveys.
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Decay of E-field amplitude in homogenous materials
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Figure 5 vlf. Principal components of the VLF field.
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3D-VLF Model 3dv2, Ex-polarisation
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3D-VLF Model 3dv34, Ey-polarisation
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3D-VLF Model 3dv34, Ex-polarisation
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Test Site 1.1. Geological section: boreholes BK1.11 , BKl.12, and BK1.13. 
--------------------
25 mHz frequency BK 1.11 t 
1021 
412121 
Figure 1 gpr. Test Site 1.1. OPR profiles for line O. 25 MHz antennae. 
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Figure 10 rsc. Test Site 1.1. Apparent resistivity data, showing projected position of the fault. 
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Figure 19 vlf. Test Site 1.1. Line lOS. Karous-Hjelt filtering of VLF M-field response over cultural feature. 
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Figure 4 gpr. Test Site 1.2. GPR profiles for line 20S. 50 MHz antennae.
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Figure 7. Test Site 1.2. Geophysical grid, borehole locations, and interpretation. 
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Site 1.2 a-c Line 6 (corrected):
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Figure 21 rsc. Test Site 1.2. Grids a, b, and c. Apparent resistivity traverse.I
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Figure 28 rsc. Test Site 1.2. Grids a, b, and c. Focussing balance factors.
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Figure 2 em. Test site 1.2. Composite horizontal and vertical dipole conductivity and GPR section for line O.
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Figure 4 em. Test Site 1.2. Composite horizontal and vertical dipole conductivity and GPR section for line 60S
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I Figure 6 em. Test Site 1.2. Composite of conductivity profiles and Rescan images of part of line 20N. 















Test Site 1.2. Setup BK1.22/BK1.23
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Test Site 1.2. Setup BK1.24/BK1.21 Test Site 1.4. Setup BKt.43/BK1.44
Figure 1 sei. Test Sites 1.2 and 1.4. Plots of horizontal velocity versus depth.
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Figure 2a, 2b sei. 
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Test Site 1.2. Setup BK1.24/1.21. Hydrophone data. (a) Raypath coverage. 
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Figure J gam. Test Site 1.2. Natural gamma logs for boreholes BK 1.2\ to BK 1.24.
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Figure 4 res. Test Site 1.3. Interpretation of YES 1, and 2.
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I Figure 9. Test Site 104. Geophysical grid, borehole locations, and interpretation. 
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Test Site 1.4. Geological section: boreholes BK1.43, BKl.44 
Figure 30 rsc. Test Site 1.4. Plan (partial) of site showing location of RESCAN grid.
Figure 31 rsc. Test Site 2.1. Plan (partial) of site showing location of RESCAN grid.
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Figure 8 rsc. Test Site 1.4. Resistivity imaging using pole-dipole 'half Schlumberger' measurements made under computer control. 
Pseudo and ID corrected XZ sections show different responses over a fault identified by GPR. 
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Test Sites 1.5 and 1.6. Geophysical grid, trench locations, and interpretation. 
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Figure 8 gpr. Test Site 1.5. GPR profile for line lOS. 25 MHz antennae.
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CD red brown clayey sand with sst, fragments
(3) red brown sandy cloy with dk. red sst. fragments
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® red brown shale
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I· Figure 12. Test Site 1.5. Trenches 1, 2, and 3, line IOS.
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CD red brown sandy cloy with sst frogments
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<I> red brown shale
Figure 13.
CD red brown clayey sand
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Figure 12 gpr. Test Site 1.6. GPR profile for line O. 25 MHz antennae.
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Figure 13 gpr. Test Site 1.6. GPR profile for line O. 50 MHz antennae.
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Line 20N (Test Site 1.5)
Figure 16 gpr. Test Site 1.6. GPR profile for line 40S and line 20N (Test Site 1.5). 50 MHZ antennae.
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Scale 1 : 750 
40 metres 
Figure 15. Test Site 2.1. Geophysical grid, trench and borehole locations, and interpretation. 
May 1992 survey. 
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Figure 16. Test Site 2.1. Geophysical grid, trench and borehole locations, and interpretation. 
December 1992 survey. 
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I Strong water inflow
Test Site 2.1. Exploratory trenches T 1, T Ia, and T2.
I
I SSTS (Crumbly slabs) strongly weathered















































































































































Test Site 2.1. Geological section: boreholes B 1, B2, B3. 
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Figure 8 res. 
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Figure 10 res. Test Site 2.1. Gradient array detail over proven fault trace.
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Figure 3 rsc. Test Site 2.1. Half Schlumberger apparent resistivity maps for AB=3m. 
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Figure 4 rsc. Test Site 2.1. Variable response from different depths of investigation 
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Figure 5 rsc. Test Site 2.1 . Smooth inversion of resistivity data illustrating the 3D nature of 
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Test Site 2.1. Line 7. Focussed balance factors.
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Figure 26 rsc. Test Site 2.1. Inferred surface location of fault trace.
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Figure 20 vlf. Test Site 2.1. VLF R-field (Interuran data) profiles and proved fault trace.
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Figure 1 mag. Test Site 2.1. Total field magnetic profiles.
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Figure 21 gpr. Test Site 2.3. GPR profile for line O. Comparison of 25, 50, and 100 MHz 
antennae frequencies. 
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Test Site 2.3. Geological section: boreholes BK2.31 and BK2.32. 
D siltstone 
• clayey sandstone 
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Figure 23 vlf. Test Site 2.3. Coincident GPR and VLF resistivity cross sections for line lOS. 
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Figure 3 mag. Test Site 2.3. Total field magnetic profiles.
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Figure 4 mag. Test Site 2.3 . Total field magnetic contours. 
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Figure 21. Test Site Hahnwald. Hahnwald traverse and interpretation . 
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Figure 12 res. Hahnwald track. Interpretation of YES 1, and 2.
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Figure 22. Test Site 3.1. Geophysical grid and interpretation. 
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Figure 14 res. Test Site 3.1. Interpretation of YES 1, 2, 3, and 4,
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Figure 13 rsc. Test Site 3.2. Plan (partial) of site showing location of RESCAN survey grid.
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Line orientation N10E, 24kHz E-field at N85E 
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Figure 27 vlf. Test Site 3.1. VLF-Z field data using banded contour scale. 
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--------------------------
1 15".3 1.7 1.7
2 60.1 2.7 -I."
3 22".3 - -
10"0
10"0 10"1 10"2Current Electrode Distance (AB/2) [m] 10"3
10"0
10"0 10"1 10"2Current Electrode Distance (AB/2) [m] 10"3
Figure 16 res. Test Site 3.2. Interpretation of YES 1, 2, 3, and 4.
M. 
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Calculated APparent resistivity in O~M-M. Electrode SPAcing = 2.8 M. 
I Depth 9.45 




3.69 I Model resistivi ty in O~M-M. 
M . 
38N 
Electrode SPAcing = 2.9 M. 
I Di~u 11!~~~1if=9~----!.' ~! ~=~~iii;~hj.fPV"""""'" ! 
3.6& 
M. 
I Model resistivity in O~MrM. Electrode SpAcing = 2.9 M. 
I - - - - - - -43 62 89 1.27 - ---- - --.183 262 376 539 
I ~--------------------------------~ 
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Line orientation N30E, 16kHz E-field at N123E 
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Line orientation N30E, 24kHz E-field at N85E 
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Line orientation N30E, 16 kHz E-field at N123E 
24 kHz E-field at N85E 
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Figure 30 vlf. Test Site 3.2. VLF-R (phase) for 16 and 24 kHz transmitters and VLF-Z 
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Figure 16 rsc. Electrode configuration (schematic) for a 'double laterolog' focussed array











































Model grid used in simulations of the focussed array.
focused array location
I
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Figure 19 rsc.
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